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Barbara Kay Casper

My work is influenced by patterns of growth and metamorphosis, and with the movement and evolution of nature. That quality in my work which is reminiscent of the sea is an extension of these concerns. The wire skeleton supports a linen body which evolves in stages in the process of concretion, suggesting the presence of a species which is at once vulnerable and self protective. Implicit in the form may be a sense of developmental interruption. My intent is to evoke a sense of wonder. My hope is to entice a subjective observer to question the origins of the work and arrive at answers through personal interpretation.

Mirabilis, 1988
Linen and telephone wire, 9 x 24 x 18" Lent by the artist

Sheila Fox

I build objects from industrially manufactured webbings, tapes, and non-wovens of various fibers like cotton, nylon, dacron, and polypropylene. These soft sculptures are derived from the simple four element square "braid" that I used as a child to make key lanyards at summer camp.

Despite the traditional classification of this type of structure as a "braid" or, more recently, a "fold braid" (Jack L. Larsen and B. Freudenheim, Interlacing: The Elemental Fabric, 1986), I perceive my work as plaiting. Each row of webbing is a two sets-of-elements, under-over interlacing of flat bands like other forms of plaiting, whether they are the flat planes of traditional floor mats and chair caning, the shaped planes of traditionally plaited baskets, or the contemporary plaited fiberworks of other artists like Neda Al-Hilali, John McQueen, Sherrie Smith, and Carol Westfall. But unlike these other forms, my objects are infinitely expandable in three dimensions and their interiors are solid, which is why in 1977 I introduced the term "solid plaiting" to describe what was then a new expanded structure and, consequently, a new sculptural form.

These sculptures combine the qualities of rigid architecture with those of the more supple human form. I construct walls, wall fissures, columns, and windows with mathematical precision, using successive layers of brick-like folds. And yet the results are free-standing, self-supporting figures often with a stance, a posture and gesture of their own. The finished objects are elastic. They can be tilted, twisted, and turned to the point of near collapse. Their shapes can be changed with each display. Whether the work is called "organic geometry" or "figurative architecture," the overall idea is a fusion of the systematic and the unpredictable.

Yoon-Dynoflexagonal Construct #1, 1989
Cotton and polypropylene webbing, 39 x 27 x 8" Lent by the artist
Kiyomi Iwata

The marriage of fiber and metal existed ever since history began. One could see the best of these combinations in Japanese armor where the cold metal compliments beautifully dyed silk. While the Mica Wall One represents the more public side of myself, silk works such as the Sea Creature Box and the Fungus Box represent my personal and intimate side. My work is evolving through this fascination.

Sea Creature Box, 1987
Silk organza, painted and gilded, 12 x 12 x 12"
Courtesy Gayle Willson Gallery, Southampton, NY

Gerhardt Knodel

Textile designers have tamed birds and every other sort of animal within the structure of patterned cloth where individuality of these images is usually sacrificed to a larger field of rhythm, repeat, and texture. Birdwall is inspired by the state of being between that which is structured/ordered/held and that which is free. Its form as a textile involves order and repetition, but the nature of the subject matter is resistive to limitations. The subjects of Birdwall can never “return home,” and, at the same time, are not free of it.

Birdwall, 1989 (detail)
Cotton, silk, and synthetic net, 144 x 480 x 96"
Lent by the artist. Made possible with the support of the Michigan Council for the Arts.
I am mainly concerned with the juxtaposition of contrasting elements. The relationship of opposites such as black and white, vivid and sombre, delicate and bold, volume and flatness are all part of the essence of my images and surfaces. I work with yarns whose diameter approaches that of sewing thread. Tension is created between the cloth which has a delicate hand and the imagery which is bold, highly patterned, and hard edged. Cloth and form work together, intensifying each other's properties by the very nature of their contrasts. In the most recent pieces, additional tension is established when painted surfaces become a part of the work. Geometric relationships and images reminiscent of architectural elements and computer notations move through a highly complex space occupied by fluted columns. At times, I surround the work with borders which define the picture plane.

My work is intuitive. It is full of memories—secret visual thoughts from childhood, or a sense of personal experience of architecture, space, colour, and light. I do not deliberately study a landscape or a piece of literature, but these all touch on personal—and momentary—experience.

The ikat technique, and particularly the way I have developed it, my own colour palette and loom have made boundaries within which the images happen. Within these compositions I define foreground and background by using different qualities of yarn: shiny spun silk next to matte noil silk to create different depths and juxtapositions.

Working for an exhibition allows me the freedom to follow through many of those ideas which have emerged while working on commissioned pieces. The image can evolve without restrictions. However, I usually work to commission, placing a piece in a particular architectural setting as a focal point—often in a modern building. This is demanding, but the greatest satisfaction is achieved when it has been done successfully, so as to please both me and the client.
Elaine Reichek

Horned Man, 1986 (not in exhibition)
Mixed media, 66 x 38"
Courtesy Carlo Lamagna Gallery, New York City

I work in opposition to the dominant culture, using elements which refer to other traditions. It’s political to choose a form that is craft—not painting, not sculpture, not in the tradition of high white art. Knitting has connotations of the everyday, like photography.

With my Tierra del Fuego pieces, it’s ethnography in a gallery. The Other in an art world space. Most ethnography is done in the pretense of a neutral voice. Going through picture files in the Musee de l’Homme and the Natural History Museum, I saw photos of the Tierra del Fuegans. They were so arresting. I looked at them not as people but as painting. Eureka—pattern, zone, abstract hard edge—they looked like Schlemmer. It was so clear how I—and others—could estheticize them. The men are interesting to project your ideas on—they are non-specific, all wearing masks. The less individualized the Other is, the more you can project onto it.

With the Tierra del Fuegan tribes, there’s a history from Magellan on, but no sustained contact with white people until the late 19th century, when in the course of 50 years, they were made extinct. They had no luxuries, didn’t wear clothes. The clothes the white people gave them had germs in them, and they died of them. My art is a way of reinvesting them with some of their original life. Maybe it’s the moralist in me, but I feel things come back to haunt you.


Cynthia Schira

Lake Crossing, 1987
Cotton, rayon, and mixed fibers, 59 x 65"
Lent by Lenel and John Meyerhoff, Baltimore, MD

My pieces are referential. Although the reference is to a particular time or place, I wish to have the whole suggestive rather than definitive, and the viewer’s response emotional rather than analytical.

The process of weaving, the physical reality of making cloth, echoes connections that are important to me. The commonality and accessibility of fabric with its direct connections to time and place, to history and daily life, symbolize for me things that I value.

For years I used the primary interlacing structure—plain weave. In connection with that I employed supplementary horizontal elements whose function was visual, not structural. These elements were joined with the base cloth, ordered by it, but not integral to it. I could remove them and still have cloth. I am now integrating the structure and the imagery so that they are visually and physically inseparable, so that they are one. I use combinations of traditional weaves within a triple cloth structure to make the visual images as well as the fabric. I continue to want my pieces to quietly entice the viewer into a response.

From an exhibition catalogue entitled Cynthia Schira: New Work, organized by Laura M. Giles for the Spencer Museum of Art, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, 1987.
The "Wheel of Life" series places man in a cosmological perspective. These weavings intersperse narratives about individual experience with universal, symbolic situations. They grow from the specific to the general; from man to myth; from the microcosm to the macrocosm.

Both "Wheel of Life: Washer Woman Revelation" and "Wheel of Life: The Passing on of Knowledge" are cloth that contain narratives about cloth. In the former, in the bottom horizontal band, the title character can be seen at a river washing clothes and interacting with others. In the latter piece, the stealing of the secret of silk from the Chinese by a Western monk is illustrated. Both weavings also contain images that expand the individual viewpoint into the larger perspective of the species. The central horizontal band of "Washer Woman" depicts the stages of life common to all mankind. Starting with a pregnant form (simultaneously giving birth to life and death), it progresses through crawling to the middle years of responsibility (the householder), to old age, the grave, and it comes full circle to rebirth. This same cycle of transformation is implied in "The Passing on of Knowledge" by the image of the silkworm's cocoon superimposed on the Buddhist icon of the Wheel of Life.

Told in both literal and abstract language, the complex layering of images and metaphor presented in these weavings are meant to spark viewers to consider their lives in relationship to the whole earth. They are pleas for sanity and express hope for the future.
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Cindy Sherman
THE FACULTY SHOW

Bernard Aptekar: Art and Politics
Eric Staller: Light Years
Norman Bluhm: Seven From the Seventies
Edward Countey 1921-1984
Carl Andre: Sculpture

Lewis Hine in Europe: 1918-1919
Francesc Torres: Paths of Glory
Homage to Botolowsky: 1931-1981
Freedom Within: Paintings by Juan Sanchez/Installation by Alfredo Jaar
Abstract Paintings Redefined

Kleege: Metal Sculpture
Tory Buonaguro: Selected Works
Yang Yen-Ping and Zeng Shan-Qing
Eight Urban Painters: Contemporary Artists of the East Village
TV: Through the Looking Glass
Women Artists of the Surrealist Movement

Hans Breder: Archetypal Diagrams
Michael Singer: Ritual Series Retellings
Judith Dolnick/Robert Natkin
Margaret Bourke-White: The Humanitarian Vision
Mel Alexenberg: Computer Angels
Steina and Woody Vasulka: The West

The Faculty Show '88
Lee Krasner: Paintings 1956-1984
Edgar Buonaguro: Permutation and Evolution 1974-1988
Joan Snyder Collects Joan Snyder

The M.F.A. Show '89
Robert Kushner: Silent Operas
Herman Cherry: Paintings 1984-1989
Haitian Art: The Graham Collection
EXHIBITION CHECKLIST
All dimensions are given in inches, height preceding width, preceding depth. Unless indicated otherwise, all works were lent by the artists.

BARBARA KAY CASPER
   Woven: linen and telephone wire, $9 \times 24 \times 18''$
   Woven: linen and telephone wire, $6 \times 11 \times 11''$
   Woven: linen and telephone wire, $15 \times 6\frac{1}{2} \times 9''$

SHEILA FOX
   Plaited: cotton webbing, $30 \times 31 \times 6''$
2. *Bilateral Dynoductiles*, 1987/89  
   Plaited: industrial Dacron felt, $56 \times 156 \times 18''$
   Plaited: cotton and polypropylene webbing, $39 \times 27 \times 8''$
   Plaited: cotton and polypropylene webbing, $40 \times 42 \times 8''$
5. *Veeg—Dynoflexagons Construct #3*, 1989  
   Plaited: cotton and polypropylene webbing, $40 \times 44 \times 8''$

Kiyomi IWATA
1. *Sea Creature Box*, 1987  
   Silk organza, painted and gilded, $12 \times 12 \times 12''$
   Courtesy Gayle Wilson Gallery, Southampton, New York
2. *Silver Fungus*, 1987  
   Silk organza, painted and gilded, $14 \times 14 \times 14''$
   Courtesy Gayle Wilson Gallery, Southampton, New York
   Plaited: industrial webbing, painted, silver metallic surface, $48 \times 54''$
   Courtesy Gayle Wilson Gallery, Southampton, New York

GERHARDT KNODEL
1. *Birdwall*, 1989  
   Installation: cotton silk, and synthetic net, $144 \times 480 \times 96''$
   Made possible with the support of the Michigan Council for the Arts

LIBBY KOWALSKI
1. *Memory Passage*, 1987  
   Woven, hand-picked double cloth: cotton and linen, $48 \times 50\frac{1}{2}''$
   Courtesy Gayle Wilson Gallery, Southampton, New York
   Acrylic on wood, $84 \times 48''$
   Courtesy Yaw Gallery, Birmingham, Michigan
   Woven, hand-picked double cloth: cotton and linen; acrylic on wood, $60 \times 96''$
   Courtesy Yaw Gallery, Birmingham, Michigan

HEIDI LICHTERMAN
1. *Estuary: Horizon #1*, 1989  
   Woven: space-dyed silk with supplementary warp and weft, $44 \times 96''$
   Courtesy Somerstown Gallery, Somers, New York
   Woven: dip-dyed silk with supplementary warp and weft, $46 \times 88''$
   Courtesy Somerstown Gallery, Somers, New York
3. *Interior Space*, 1989  
   Woven: space-dyed and ikat-dyed silk, triple weave with supplementary weft, $192 \times 108''$
   Courtesy Rosannae Raab Associates, New York, New York

ELAINE REICHEK
1. *Blue Men*, 1986  
   Mixed media, $63 \times 96''$
   Courtesy Carlo Lamagna Gallery, New York, New York

CYNTHIA SCHIRA
1. *Lake Crossing*, 1987  
   Woven: cotton, rayon, and mixed fibers, $59 \times 65''$
   Lent by Lenel and John Meyerhoff, Baltimore, Maryland
   Woven, triple weave: rayon and cotton, $74 \times 64\frac{1}{2}''$
   Courtesy Miller/Brown Gallery, San Francisco, California

BHAKTI ZIEK
   Woven: cotton, $70 \times 118''$
   Woven: silk, cotton, rayon, dye, textile pigment, and metallic thread, $44 \times 100 \times 80''$